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1. Introduction and summary of results.

A(v,k,A) graph is a strongly regular graph with ~- K. In terms of the

vertex-vertex (1,0)-adjacency matrix A of size v this is expressed by

A2 -(k-~)I t aJ, AJ - kJ, At - A, diag A- 0

(I is the identity matríx; J is the sll-one matrix). The same equations
also define the point-block incidence matrix of a symmetric (v,k,~) de-

sign, having a polarity and no absolute points, cf. [9]. The (v,k,~) de-

sign may have automorphisms (PAQ - A) which the (v,k,~) graph does not
tpossess (PAP ~ A). Moreover, nonisomorphic (v,k,~) graphs may correspond

to isomorphic (v,k,~) designs. To illustrate this: for (v,k,~) -(16,6,2)

there are two nonisomorphic graphs which correspond to the same design

(having larger automorphism group). In [8] it has been proved that the

second phenomenon can only happen if the sutomorphism groups of the graphs

have even order. Therefore nonisomorphic (v,k,~) graphs with a trivial

sutomorphism group correspond to nonisomorphic (v,k,~) designs. For in-

stance, the 15417 graphs with trivial sutomorphism group among the 16448

nonisomorphic (36,15,6) graphs, cf [2], correspond to 15417 nonisomorphic

(36,15,6) designs. The question arises whether these nonisomorphic (v,k,A)

designs also have a trivial automorphism group. The first cases where this

question makes sense are (35.i8.9). (36,15,6), (36,21,12). In the present

paper we show that in these cases the answer to our question is always

affirmative, with just one exception. The same holds for (40,27,18), with-

out exceptions. However, we do not expect the same to hold for larger

(v,k,~).
The main theorem 4 in section 2 gives strong conditions for the

internal structure of (v,k,~) graphs having trivial automorphism group

which correspond to (v,k,a) design admitting nontrivial automorphisms.

These conditions follow from A- PAP for a permutatíon matrix P of prime

order p ~ 2. The orbits of P on the vertices of the graph form m cocliques

of size p and v-mp fixed points, and induce a partition of A into mxm

anticyclic blocks of size pXp, bordered by blocks with constant columns
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(rows). In the special cases of sections 3,4,5, theorem 4 forces a number

of possibilities for p and m, which are handled case by case.
The most interesting cases are v-35. P-3. m-10 in section 3, v-36,

p-3, m-12 and 10 in section 4, and v-36, p-3, m-12 in section 5. In each

of these cases there is a partition of the adjacency matrix A into blocks

having constant row sums. In each case we are able to determine the quo-

tient matrix B, whose entries are the row sums of the blocks. In order to

construct the larger matrix A from the quotient B we used a computer
search, which conformed our earlier complicated and tedious mathematical
reasonings. As a result we did find a(36,15,6) graph with trivial suto-
morphism group whose corresponding (36,15,6) design has 3 automorphisms.

Its matrix is reproduced in section 4.
In the sections 3,4,5 it is shown that this example is the only

one for the cases (35.18,9). (36,15,6). (36,21,12), and that all other

such graphs with a trivial automorphism group correspond to designs with a

trivial automorphism group. Thus, from [2] we obtain 15~6 designs (35,18,

9), 15416 designs (36,15,6), and 28 designs (36,21,12), all having a tri-

vial automorphism group. Only for v-36 one such (v,k,~) design was expli-

citly known before, cf [1]. We remark that (40,2~,18) graphs are easily

dealt with by use of the results obtained in sections 2 and 4. The answer

to our question is affimative in this case. We know of one (40,2~,18)

graph with trivial automorphism group, namely the third one of appendix B

in [~].
As a general reference we use [4]. We recall the meaning of the

term "switching a graph on v vertices with respect to a subset of p verti-

ces". Let A denote the (1,0)-adjacency matrix of the graph, then the swit-

ched graph has the adjacency matrix

A, - A t Kp~q (mod 2), KPtq - Pt

for ptq-v and some permutation matrix P of size vxv. It is well-known

([2],[3]) that the (v,k,a) graphs on 35 and 36 vertices are related by

switching in the following sense. The 35-graph is obtained from a 36-graph
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by isolating any vertex x by switching (with respect to the vertices adja-

cent to x). Conversely, given any 35-graph and an isolated vertex, one can

obtain a(36,15,16) graph by switching with respect to an induced sub-

grap}i of size 15 and valency 6, and a(36,21,12) graph by switching with

respect to an induced subgraph of size 21 and valency 12. Consequently,

for a(36,15,6) graph and a(36,21,12) graph one may be obtained from the

other by switching with respect to a suitable subgraph.

2. The general case.

In ttiis section necessary conditions are obtained for the occurrence of

the phenomenon described in the introduction.

Theorem 1. Let A be the adjacency matrix of a(v,k,a) graph with trivial

automorphism group. If QAR - A for permutation matrices Q atid

R, then Q- R and Q has odd order.

Proof. Put P- RQ, then

RARt - RQARRt - PA, QtAQ - QtQARQ - AP.

Since A is symmetric, so are PA and AP, hence

AP - PtA, PA - APt, PAP - PtAPt - A.

If the order of P were even, 2m say, then

A - PmPmA - PmA(Pm)t,

hence Pm - I, a contradiction. Hence P has odd order, 2kt1 say. It follows

that

A- PktlAPkt1 - pk(PA)(Pk)t - Pk RARt (Pk)t,
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hence PkR-I, R-Pk}1. Similarly Q-Pk}1, and we have proved Q-R. Since Q2-P,
it is seen that Q has odd order 2kt1 as well. o

Lemma 2. Let A be the adjacency matrix of a(v,k,~) graph G. Let P~ I be
a permutation matrix of odd order such that PAP - A. Then

(i) the orbits of P on G are cocliques,
(ii) the number of orbits is at most v-2kt2~-afl, where a is the

size of the largest orbit.

ProoF. PAP - A implies

PmA -
P~m A(P~m)t if m is even,

P}(ntm) A(P~i(ntm))t if m is odd,

where n is the order of P. Hence PmA has zero diagonal for all m. All
entries of A, which are moved to the diagonal by Pm, are zero. This proves
(i).

Let x and y be two vertices in the largest orbit. Consider the set

S of the vertices which are adjacent to x and y, or not adjacent to x and
y(including x,y). Then ~S~ - v-2kt2A. Within any one orbit the number of
vertices adjacent to x equals the number of vertices adjacent to y. Since

the orbit has odd size, it must contain at least one vertex from S. Now
(ii) follows, since the orbit of x and y has a elements from S. o

We need the following coclique bound, which is due to Delsarte [5]

for strongly regular graphs, to Hoffman for regular graphs, and to Haemers
[~] for nonregular graphs.

Result . A coclique in a(v,k,~) graph has at most (k ~-k;~)~~ verti-
ces. If equality holds, then each vertex outside the coclique is
adjacent to precisely ~ vertices of the coclique.

The next theorem is the major tool in the forthcoming sections. We

recall the following definition. A square matrix M of size n is anti-
cyclic whenever
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Mi,jtl(mod n) - Mifl(mod n),j ~ for i,j-1,...,n.

Notice that an anti-cyclic matrix is symmetric, and has constant row and
column sums.

Theorem 4. Let A be the adjacency matrix of the (v,k,a) graph G. Suppose

that as a graph G has trivial sutomorphism group, whilst as a

design G has a non-trivial automorphism. Then there exist a
prime p) 2, an integer m( v~p, and a partitioning

r AO 0 A0~1 ... AO~m
A1,0 A1~1 ... Al~m

A -

Am,O Am,l m,m

such that
(i) p~ s k k~ -kt~;

(ii) (p-1)(m-1) 2 2(k-~);

(iii) A. - 0, for i-1,.. ,m;i,i

(iv) Ai~j - Aj~i is anti-cyclic of size pXp, for i,j-1,...,m;

(v) Ai,O - AO,i consists of p identical rows, for i- 1,...,m.

Proof. '1'heorem 1 implies A- QAQ for a permutation matrix Q~ I of odd
order n, say. Let p ~ 2 be a prime dividing n. Then P- Qn,p has the order
p and PAP - A. Hence the orbits of P on G have size 1 or p. Let m denote
the number of orbits oF size p. We partition A according to the set of the
v-mp fixed points and the m orbits of size p. Then lemma 2 implies (iii)
and (ii), and result 3 yields (i). We write
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P - diag (1,...,1,P1,...,Pm),

where the diagonal blocks P1,...,Pm are cyclic permutation matrices of

size p. Clearly, these blocks are related by Pi - P~ for some .~. We claim

that the blocks may be taken the same. Indeed, let a be a primitive ele-

ment in p, and let R be the size p permutation matrix with Rij - 1 when-

ever ai-j á 1(mod p). Then it is easily verified that

PiR - RPa ,(Rt)k PiRk - Pa , for k-1,...,p.

Since a is primitive there exist R1,...,Rm, all powers of R, such that
RiPiRi - P1, for i-1,...,m. Now define

R- diag (1,...,1,R1,...,Rm) , P~ - RtPR, A~ - RtAR,

~ ~ ,
then P A P - A and P- diag (1,...,1,P1,...,P1). This proves the claim.

Furthermore, PAP - A implies

P1AijP1 - Aij , P1Ai0 - Ai0 .

which proves (iv) and (v).

We will need the following result about eigenvalues, cf [6,

th.0.12], [~, th.1.2.3].

a

Result . Let A be a symmetric vXv matrix which is partitioned into blocks

Aij with square Aii , i,j-1,...,n. Let B be the nxn quotient
matrix whose entry bij is the average row sum of Aij. If each

block has constant row and column sums, then any eigenvalue of B

is also an eigenvalue of A.

3. The case (35,18,9).

'fhroughout this section, let G denote any (35,18,9) graph with a tri.vial

automorphism group:



A2 - 91 t 9J , AJ - 18J , spec A-(181~ 314~ (-3)20)

We shall prove that G, considered as a design, has a trivial automorphism
group as well. Supposing the contrary, we apply theorem 4, and its nota-
tion: mp s 35, p 5 5,(p-1)(m-1) Z 18. This leaves just four possibili-
ties for p and m: (p,m) -(5,~), (5,6). (3,11), (3.10). We shall show that
each of' these cases leads to a contradiction.

3.1. Case p-5, m-~. There are no matrices AO~i. Since the coclique bound
of result 3 is tight, all Ai~j must have row and column sum 3, for i~ j.

Up to cyclic shifts there are just two such anti-cyclic matrices, namely

C1

1 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 1 , C2 -

0 0 1 1 1

0 1 1 1 0

1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 1

The matrix C1 and its shifts, and C2 and its shifts satisfy

tC1C1

3 2 1 1 2
2 3 2 1 1
1 2 3 2 1
1 1 2 3 2
2 1 1 2 3

t
, C2C2 -

3 1 2 2 1
1 3 1 2 2
2 1 3 1 2
2 2 1 3 1
1 2 2 1 3

r
From L Ai~Aij - 91 t 9J it follows that each blockrow of A contnins 3

J-~
matrices of type C1 and 3 matrices of type C2. Hence the total number oC

matrices of type C1 is ~x3 - 21. However, the symmetry of A requires this

number to be even, which yields a contradiction.

3.2. Case p-5, m-6. Again the coclique bound is tight, hence each column

of Ai 0 contains exactly 3 ones, i-1,...,6. Since Ai~O has 5 rows we have

a contradiction to (v) of Theorem 4.
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3.3. Case p-3, m-11. Let r denote the row sum of Ai 0, then

t 11 tAi OAi 0- rJ, E AijAij - 91 t 9J.
j-0

Let a~, ~-0,1,2,3, denote the number of matrices Aij, j-1,...,11, in
blockrow i having row sum ~. Then the matrix equations imply al t 2a2 t

3a3 t r- 18 , a2 t 3a3 t r- 9. hence al ; a2 - 9. In total there are
llx9 - 99 matrices Aij with row sum 1 or 2. Since the symmetry of A requi-

res this number to be even, we have a contradiction.

3.4. Case p-3, m-10. Unlike the previous cases the present case does admit

matrices A satisfying the necessary conditions (i)...,(v) of theorem 4.
This is seen as follows. From (v) of theorem 4, and A2 - 91 t 9J applied

to block row 0, we obtain A~~O ; 0(mod 3) whence A0~0 - 0, a coclique of

size 5 which meets the coclique bound. Hence each Ai~O has three all-one

columns and two all-zero columns, each of size 3.
We partition A following 35 - 5x1 t lOX3, the 5 fixed points and the 10
orbits of length 3. The quotient matrix B of the row sums is not symme-

tric, yet B has the eigenvalues 3,-3,18 of A(by result 5). We write

o Ao ot 3B0A - t , B - t ~
AO A1 BO B1

with A1 of size 30 and B1 of size 10. Then
BOB~ - 31 t 3J, BOJ - 6J, B~J - 3J, B1J - 15J, hence BO is the incidence

matrix of the design 2-(5,3,3): all triples from a 5-set. These dnta imply

rank (13Z - 9i) - 1 and, in fact,

J 3J
B2 - 91 - 9 . B1B0 - 9J . B1 t 3B~B0 - 91 . 2~J .

J 3J

Hence B1 has off-diagonal entries 1 and 2(from diag (Bi) - 271, B1J -

15J), and is the (1,2)-adjacency matrix of the Petersen graph (from Bi ~

0, B1J L 0(mod 3), and replacing 2 by -1 in B1).
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Once B is known, we may take AD - B~ ~ Jlx3 and construct A1 from B1 by
replacing the entry (x,y) by K,L or M if x and y are adjacent, by J-K,J-L,

or J-M if x and y are nonadjacent, and by 0 if x-y in the Petersen graph.
Here

0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0

K- 0 1 0 , L- 1 0 0 , M- 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

are the only anti-cyclic matrices of size 3 and row sums 1. Both by mathe-
matical reasoninQ and by use of a computer it is seen that there are two
solutions which yield the adjacency matrix A of a(35,18,9) graph. The

first solution is obtained by substituting only K and J-K. However, the
resulting graph has a larSe automorphism group. Any sutomorphism of the

Petersen graph induces an automorphism; another one (which fixes the
blocks) is obtained by interchanging the first and the third vertex of
every 3X3 block.
By use of a computer it has been verified that up to isomorphism there is

precisely one further such realization for the matrix A, namely with the

following A1 (write K- J-K, L- J-L).

0 K K K K K K K K K
0 L L K K L K L K

0 L L K K K K L
0 K L K L K K

0 L L K K L
0 L L K K

0 K L K
0 L L

0 L
0

The block permutation (bcd)(efQ}(hij) is an sutomorphism of A1 and induces

an automorphism of the corresponding (35,18,9) graph. This shows that the
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case p-3, m-10 cannot exist. Thus we have proved the claim at the begin-

ning of this paragraph that the ( 35,18,9) desiens G have a trivial suto-
morpllism group as well.

Remark. For future reference we notice that the full automorphism group of
the second realization for A1 is the followinB. The automorphisms map
blocks to blocks, and the correspondine automorphisms of the Petersen
graph are precisely the 6 symmetries of the planar representation given by
figure 1. The vertices a,b,...,j of figure 1 correspond to the block-rows
of the matrix A1 above.

fig~ure 1

4. The case (36,15,6).

Throughout this section, let G denote any (36,15,6) graph with a trivial
sutomorphism group:

A2 - 91 . 61, AJ - 15J, spec A-(~51, 315, (-3)20).

We shall prove that G, considered as a design, has a trivial automorphism
group as well, up to exactly one exception. Supposing the contrary, we
apply theorem 4: mp S 36, p 5 5, (p-1)(m-1) Z 18. This leaves five possi-

bilities for p and m: (p,m) - (5.7). (5,6), (3,11), (3.12), (3,10).
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4.1. Cases (5,7), (5.6). (3,11). There is at least one fixed point. We
isolate this point by switching and observe that the switching goes block-
wise, that is, for any block either all or no vertices belong to the swit-
ching set. On the remaining 35 vertices we obtain a(35,18,9) graph with
the structure (p,m) -(5,7), (5,6), (3,11) of section 3. In that section
we proved that no matrices with this structure exist which satisfy the
necessary conditions of theorem 4. Hence the present cases cannot exist.

4.2. Case p-3, m-12. There are no matrices AO i, and the matrix A is par-
titioned into 12X12 blocks of size 3x3. Since these blocks have constant
row sums E{3,2,1,0}, the symmetric quotient matrix B satísfies

spec B- (151, 3~, (-3)8) , f32 - 91 t 18J , BJ - 1~iJ.

The format of B is determined by consideration of

C: - 61 t 2s - 3J , spec C-(123, 09), CJ - 0, C2 - 12C.

Each row of C has three entries t3 and nine entries tl (from diag C2 -
361), and C is the Gram matrix of 12 vectors in R3 having (x,y) E
{-3,-1,1, 3}, Hence these vectors span four lines at cos y~ - 3, the diame-
ters of a cube in R3. Since the vectors are balanced (sum up to zero),
they consist of the 4 vertices of a regular tetrahedron, each 3 times, or
each 2 times and their opposites once. Hence B has the following format.

B -

S T T T
T S T T
T T S T
T T T S

S-3J-31 , T-J , or

0 0 0 1 2 2

S- 0 0 3 , T- 2 1 1 .

0 3 0 2 1 1
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For the moment we proceed with the first case for B. The question
now is how to fill the entries of B, of size 12x12, by blocks of size 3 so
as to obtain the adjacency matrix A of G, of size 36X36. This amounts to
the distribution of the blocks

0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0

K- 0 1 0 , L- 1 0 0 , M- 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

over the entries 1 of B(the diaq~onal entries 0 become 0, the entries 3
become J). We have solved this problem both without and with the use of a
computer. The result is, that A is isomorphic to one of the two following
matrices:

0 J J K K K K K K K K K
0 J K K K L L L M M M

0 K K K M M M L L L
0 J J K L M K L M

0 J L M K M K L
0 M K L L M K

0 J J K M L
0 J M L K

0 L K M
0 J J

0 J
0

0 J J K K K K K K K K K
0 J K K K L L L M M M

0 K K K M M M L L L
0 J J K L M K L M

0 J L M K M K L
0 M K L L M K

0 J J L K M
0 J K M L

0 M L K
0 J J

0 J
0

g
h
i
j
k
1

Both matrices are unchanged under the block-permutation (bc)(ef}(gj)
(hk)(il), hence the present case cannot occur. In fact, by computer we
found the orders 1296 and 648, respectively, for the full automorphism
group. Since the automorphism group is so large, also the second case of B

cannot lead to a matrix A with a trivial sutomorphism group. Indeed, the
matrix A of the first case can be switched into the matrix A of the second

case. There are 81 choices for a switching set (for each vertex of the
tetrahedron one of the three vectors is switched into its opposite). Hence
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for each switching set there are at least 648~81 - 8 commuting automor-
phisms, and after switching these remain sutomorphisms.

4.3. Case p-3, m-10. By switching we isolate a fixed vertex. Since the
switcliing goes block-wise (from (v) theorem 4), we obtain a(35,18,~)
graph of the type p-3, m-10, with 5 fixed vertices. Conversely, any reali-
zation of the present case of (36,15,6) graphs can be obtained by block-
wise switching of such a(35,18,9) graph. In section 3 it was observed
that there exist two such (35,18,9) graphs, both consisting of a 5-cocli-
que GO and a 30-subgraph G1. We have seen that the first graph possesses
at least one sutomorphism which fixes the blocks of G1, hence which re-
mains an automorphism for the (36,15,6) graph. So this case can be discar-
ded. The other graph possesses only 6 automorphisms, and the question is
whether these can disappear after switching. In order to answer this ques-
tion we distinguish the possible switching sets, which all are induced
subgraphs on 15 vertices, regular with valency 6. These switching sets
have to correspond to the following subgraphs of the underlying Petersen
graph:

o--t~

a pentagon (15 vertices from G1);

, a star (12 vertices from G1, 3 from GO);

o---o--~-~ , a path (12 vertices from G1, 3 from GO).

Now consider figure 1. Any pentagon in figure 1 has at least one symmetry,
which remains an automorphism of G after switching. The star bfgh, and the
paths abce, abch, abfh, abgh, befh, begh, bfhj, bghi are the relevant
subgraphs which do not possess any symmetry of figure 1. We found by com-
puter that the corresponding switching sets lead to only three non-isomor-
phic (36,15,6) graphs. One of these has 4 automorphisms (corresponding to
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the star bfgh), one has 2 automorphisms (corresponding to path abce or
abch), and one has trivial automorphism jroup (correspondine to any of the
6 remaining paths). The last (36,15,6) eraph is the exception to the phe-
nomenon under consideration. This ~raph is reproduced here after, with

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

r1- 000 ,'r2- 111 , r3- 000 , K- O10 , L- 100

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1

and ri - J- ri , K- J - K , L- J- L.

0 J r2 rl r3 r3 0 r2 r2 r3 rl rl
0 rl rl r2 r3 0 r3 r2 rl rZ r3

0 K K K K K K K K K
0 L L K K L K L K

0 L L K K K K L
0 K L K L K K

0 L L K K L
0 L L K K

0 K I.. K
0 L l.

0 L
0

This (36,15,6) graph has a trivial automorphism group. However, considered
as a(36,15,16) design it has automorphism group {I, P, P2}, where

P- diag (P1,....P12) ; P1 - P2 - I:

0 1 1
P3 -... - P12 - 0 0 1 ; PAP - A.

1 0 0
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5. The Case (36,21,12).

In this section, let G denote any (36,21,12) graph with a trivial automor-

phism group:

A2 - 91 t 12J , AJ - 21J , spec A-(211, 314~ (-3)21)

We shall prove that G, considered as a design, has a trivial automorphism
group as well. SupposinQ the contrary, we obtain from theorem 4 three
posibilities for p and m; (p,m) -(3,12), (3,11), (3,10).

5.1. Case (3,12). There is a partition of A into blocks of size 3X3, with

constant row sums E{3,2,1,0}. The symmetric quotient matrix B satisfies

spec B- (211, 32. (-3)9) , B2 - 91 t 36J , BJ - 21J.

B is determined via C: - 61 f 2B - 4J, with

spec C-(122, 010) , C2 - 12C , CJ - 0.

The rows of C have entries 6x0 and 6X(t2) (from diag C2 - 241) and C is
the Gram matrix of the 4 vectors of length ~ of an orthogonal cross in
R2, each 3X, hence

B -

3J-31 J 2J 2J
J 3J-31 2J 2J

2J 2J 3J-31 J
2J 2J J 3J-31

. B: -

3J-31 J J J
J 3J-31 J J
J J 3J-31 J
J J J 3J-31

is the quotient matrix of the adjacency matrix Á of the (36,12,6) graph
which is obtained from the (36,21,12) graph A by switching with respect to

the first 18 vertices. This switching goes block-wise. Up to the ordering

of the 12X12 blocks Á must be one of the matrices obtained in g 4.2. We
have seen that Á has at least 648 automorphisms. So, for each ordering of

the 12x12 blocks, at least 648~12 - 52 sutomrphisms fix the ordering and
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therefore must have been automorphisms before switching. Hence there are
no graphs satisfying 5.1.

5.2. Crise (~L11Z. Iso]ating one of the fixed vertices we obtain a
(35,18,9) graph with Lhe structure p-3, m-11. In g 3.3 we have shown ttiat
there are no such graphs.

5.3. Case lOZ. Consider the subgraph on the set of the fixed vertices,
which is represented by AO 0. It easily follows that this graph must be
the complete bipartite graph K3 3 or a coclique of size 6. Since the co-
clique bound of result 3 yields 4~, AO 0 must represent K3 3. From the
parameters it follows that any two nonadjacent vertices x and y of A0,0
are nonadjacent to 4 other vertices. One belongs to A~ ~ and the other 3
must be the vertices of one orbit. But then this orbit and x and y form a
coclique of size 5, which is impossible. Therefore, the present case,
hence the whole case (36,21,12) does not occur.
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